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Abstrat

The goal of the study is to demonstrate the interest of taking into aount the ylostationary properties

in rotating mahinery for monitoring rolling element bearings. The problem onsists in reognizing

four di�erent bearing states from signals reorded on the mahine : the safe state and identi�ed defets

on the inner rae, on the outer rae and on the rolling elements. Two approahes are presented. The

�rst one is based on pattern reognition. Some patterns are omposed of features extrated from

Power Spetral Densities of aousti and vibration signals. Other patterns are built using Spetral

Correlation Densities of vibration signals. A projetion of the patterns using a Prinipal Component

Analysis underlines the e�etiveness of the parameters highlighting the ylostationary property of the

data, to separate the di�erent lasses of bearing states. The seond approah is based on an adaptation

of Near-�eld Aousti Holography (NAH) to take into aount ylostationarity. NAH is an imaging

tehnique based on the aquisition of the sound �eld in the Near-�eld of the soures from a mirophone

array. It provides a reonstrution of the sound �eld on the soure plane presented as images whih

allow one to loalize and haraterize the radiated noise. Sine the phenomena taking plae within a

mahine yle in rotating mahinery produe rhythmi events, the aousti signals aquired highlight

ylostationary properties. It is then relevant to adapt the measurement methods by using these

properties. The ylostationary Near-�eld Aousti Holography (CYNAH) was proposed by Wan and

Jiang for this purpose [1℄. The method is desribed in the paper and ompared to standard NAH.

An experiment is also presented using a mirophone array moved by a two-axis robot in the near-�eld

of the mahine. Some preliminary images to haraterize the sound �eld generated by the mahine,

equipped with di�erent bearings, are given.

1 Introdution

The study presented here is a preliminary work aiming at establishing the diagnosis of bearings on

a rotating mahine using aousti imaging tehniques. The idea is to extrat some features from the

images to feed a diagnosis proess to reognize the di�erent defets of the bearings. Few works in the

literature deal with this approah [2, 3℄. However, many signal proessing tehniques were investigated

on the subjet. Some examples are, modeling the time vibration signals with an autoregressive proess
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to feed a neural network for the deision [4℄, �ltering the signal using wavelets to extrat the relevant

frequenies [5℄, applying the spetral kurtosis [6℄ or omposing a pattern with various parameters suh

as the kurtosis, the root mean square value, the energy, extrated from the aquired signal to feed a

neural network optimized by a geneti algorithm [7℄. The pattern reognition approah used in the last

referene is attrative as any signal proessing tool an be used to extrat relevant features [8℄. When

the signals under study present the ylostationarity property, some papers demonstrate the interest

in extrating information using the yli power spetrum or the spetral orrelation density [9, 10, 11℄

and espeially in the ase of bearings diagnostis [12, 13, 14℄. The rotating mahine involved is the

Mahinery Fault Simulator of Tehnivib ompany. Three faulted bearings and a safe one are used.

The defets onern the inner rae, the outer rae and the rolling elements.

The �rst work, presented in setion 2, onsists in underlining the advantage of exploiting the

ylostationarity of the signals using a pattern reognition approah based on a multidimensional

analysis. Two pattern vetors are proposed for this goal, one based on features extrated from Power

Spetral Densities, the other one from parameters extrated from Spetral Correlation Densities.

Some theory on the Cyli Power Spetrum and the Spetral Correlation Density is also given.

Results from experiments are presented. The seond work, desribed in setion 3 onsists in oupling

ylostationarity and an imaging tehnique (Near-�eld Aousti Holography) to extrat information to

separate the di�erent lasses of bearings. The method alled CYNAH is desribed and ompared with

standard NAH. Finally a very preliminary result is given.

2 Multidimensional analysis

2.1 Methodology

The aim of the �rst step is to extrat relevant information able to haraterize the di�erent states

of the bearings. This step requires the use of signal proessing tools suitable for the analysis in the

sense that they sueed in highlighting parameters whose values are di�erent aording to the bearings

onsidered. In the study the Power Spetral Density and the Spetral Correlation Density are used.

Then eah signal aquired is assoiated with a pattern vetor omposed of the parameters extrated

from these tools.

It is interesting to see whether the total amount of patterns ould be lassi�ed with regard to

the defet of the bearings. The pattern reognition approah onsists in projeting the data into a

multidimensional spae where eah pattern is represented by a point. Thus two similar patterns are

lose to eah other in the representation spae. For a pattern omposed of several features (more than

three), it is not possible to see the loud of patterns. However, a Prinipal Component Analysis an

provide the view [15℄. Indeed, the aim of this analysis is to �nd a spae of smaller dimension to projet

the data by minimizing the loss of information. The goal here is to provide a data view into a plane,

representative of the original data. At this stage, the purpose is not to give a disrimination rule to

lassify automatially the patterns but to establish the relevane of the parameter extration step. If

the patterns assoiated with the same bearings are lustered together, the features are supposed to be

relevant. The feature extration is �rst done using parameters provided by the Power Spetral Density.

Then the pattern vetor is omposed of parameters given by the Spetral Correlation Density to take

advantage of the ylostationarity property of the data.
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2.2 Set-up

Two data sets of 20 measurements are made for eah bearing using an aelerometer PCB 333M07

of sensitivity 10.2 mV/(ms

−2
) in the frequeny band [0.5-3000 Hz℄, mounted on the bearing housing,

sensitive to the vertial vibrations. The engine speed is ontrolled at 3000 RPM. Aousti signals are

also reorded by a PCB 130D21 mirophone in the frequeny band [0.5-9000 Hz℄, positioned 31m

from the bearing. Two sampling frequenies are used: 25600 Hz and 5120 Hz. 16384 samples are

reorded. The �rst data set is used to ompose the pattern vetors based on the omputation of the

Power Spetral Densities of the signals. The seond data set, aquired with the lower frequeny rate,

is devoted to feature extration from the Spetral Correlation Densities.

2.3 Pattern vetors based on a frequeny analysis

Several pattern vetors are tested using vibration data and then aousti signals. The PSD of the signals

are estimated using Welh periodograms on 1024 spetral lines with 50 % of overlapping leading to a

frequeny resolution ∆f=25 Hz. The �rst pattern is omposed of the DSP taken on 121 frequenies in

the [0 3000 Hz℄ band of the vibration signals. The seond pattern has 201 omponents haraterizing

the frequeny ontent of the aousti signals in the [0 5000 Hz℄. Two patterns of smaller dimension are

also built. They ome from a previous study made with the same mahine at the same engine speed

[3℄. From a theoretial point of view, in the presene of defets, typial frequeny peaks are expeted

to appear in the power spetra of the vibration signals [16℄. These peaks depend on oe�ients usually

given by the bearing manufaturers. Thus, the third pattern is omposed of the amplitudes of 7 peaks

resulted from the examination, done in [3℄, of the mathing between the experimental PSD and the

theoretial frequenies. In that study, it was shown that only taking into aount the theoretial peaks

do not lead to the best results in terms of defet disrimination. To enhane the lassi�ation, another

pattern was proposed, with 6 omponents arefully seleted from the observation of the experimental

DSP of the signals provided by eah bearing. That pattern vetor is also tested on the data desribed

in setion 2.2.

Eah DSP or eah time signal is assoiated with a pattern. The aim of PCA is then to projet the

80 patterns in a plane in order to highlight their similarities. Figure 1 shows the projetions obtained

with the di�erent pattern vetors. Note that the axis of the graphs are di�erent for eah pattern vetor.

Three projetions (a, , d) almost separate the four di�erent lasses of defets. When the patterns

are omposed of a few theoretial peaks, there is an ambiguity to disriminate between the safe bearing

and that with defets in the outer or in the inner rae. It was the same onlusion in [3℄. It appears

that the whole frequeny ontent reorded by an aelerometer or a mirophone is relevant to separate

the lasses (a,). The disadvantages of the pattern vetors involved in (a,) ome from the number of

omponents. The frequeny ontent of the vibration signal does not seem very e�etive to separate

the defets from the outer rae and the inner rae whereas the frequeny ontent of the aousti signal

sueeds in this separation. On the ontrary, some aousti patterns belonging to the safe lass seem

lose to that orresponding to the bearing with defets in the outer rae [see �gure 1 (b)℄. At last, the

use of few omponents in the pattern vetor enables to luster patterns [see �gure 1 (d)℄ from the same

lass even if the result is not as demonstrative as in [3℄. It is possible that suh a seletion is required

periodially during the life of the bearing. Note that the features in the last ase belong to [0 1000 Hz℄

frequeny interval.
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Figure 1: Prinipal Component Analysis of the 80 patterns (a) in dimension 121 for vibration signals,

(b) in dimension 7 for vibration signals, () in dimension 361 for aousti signals, (d) in dimension 6

for vibration signal. 71 %, 88 %, 71 % and 76 % of the initial information are respetively kept. The

olours of the points depend on the bearing onsidered (safe bearing in blue, bearing with defets in

the outer rae in red, in the inner rae in green, in the ball spin in magenta).
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2.4 Pattern vetor based on ylostationarity features

Only one pattern vetor is tested, built from the vibration signals. 19 feature are hosen whih are

extrated from the spetral orrelation densities de�ned theoretially in the next setion.

2.4.1 Cyli Power Spetrum and Spetral orrelation

The instantaneous autoorrelation of a signal x(t) is de�ned as

Rx(t, τ) = E[x(t + τ/2)x∗(t − τ/2)], (1)

where E[.] denotes the mean value, τ the time-lag and t is linked to the starting time. For a

ylostationnary signal, the instantaneous orrelation is periodi with regard to variable t :

Rx(t, τ) = Rx(t + kT0, τ), (2)

where k is a positive or negative integer. The instantaneous autoorrelation, periodi with period T0,

an be deomposed into Fourier series as

Rx(t, τ) =

+∞
∑

n=−∞

cn(τ)e2jπnt/T0 , (3)

where cn(τ) are the Fourier oe�ients. Consider α the yli frequeny 1/T0 and αn = nα its

harmonis, Eq. (3) is rewritten

Rx(t, τ) =
+∞
∑

n=−∞

cn(τ)e2jπαnt, (4)

Rx(t, τ) =
∑

αn

Rαn

x (τ)e2jπαnt, (5)

that exists usually in the literature as

Rx(t, τ) =
∑

α

Rα
x(τ)e2jπαt, (6)

where Rα
x(τ) is the yli autoorrelation funtion. The yli power spetrumSα

x (f) is the Fourier

transform of the yli autoorrelation funtion :

Sα
x (f) =

∫ +∞

−∞

Rα
x(τ)e−j2πfτdτ. (7)

The yli power spetrum depends on two variables, the spetral frequeny f and the yli frequeny

α. The resolution on the yli frequeny axis is ∆α = α and that on the spetral frequeny ∆f

depends on the size of the yli autoorrelation funtion. The spetral orrelation funtion is de�ned

as

Sx(α, f) = lim
T→∞

E[XT (f + α/2)X∗

T (f − α/2)], (8)

where XT (f) is the Fourier transform of x(t) on the time interval T . It is e�etive to implement the

spetral orrelation by the use of the averaged yli periodogram [14℄. The resolution on the yli

frequeny of Sx(α, f) is �ner than that of the yli power spetrum. Indeed it is just limited by the

length of the reord. The resolution on the spetral frequeny depends on the size of the averaged

segments.
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2.4.2 Results

The spetral orrelation densities (SCD) are omputed for the signal of the seond data set. Some

examples of the SCD obtained for vibration signals orresponding to the safe bearing and that with

defets in the outer rae, in the inner rae and in the rolling elements are shown in �gure 2.

Figure 2: Spetral orrelation densities of vibration signal orresponding to (a) the faulty bearing in

the outer rae, (b) the safe bearing, () the faulty bearing in the inner rae and (d) the faulty bearing

in the ball spin. The resolution in spetral frequenies is ∆f = 5 Hz and the resolution in yli

frequenies is ∆α = 25 Hz.

The 19 features, hosen to build the pattern vetor, are spetral orrelation densities for some

spei� points in the representation given by the ouple (f, α) where f is the spetral frequeny and

α the yli frequeny. The seleted features are shown in �gure 3. The loud of 80 patterns is then

projeted into a new representation spae given by the PCA (see �gure 4). The patterns are lustered

in their lass. The patterns relative to the bearing with defets in the inner rae are isolated. The

spetral orrelation density seems powerful to haraterize the vibration signals aquired in the ase

of faulty bearings.

3 Near�eld Aousti Holography

3.1 Theory

Near�eld Aousti Holography (NAH) is an imaging tehnique providing the aousti �eld radiated by

a system whih generates some noise [17℄. Standard holography deals with stationary soures. Here

the geometry onsidered for the reonstrution is planar. NAH is based on the aquisition of the sound
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Figure 3: Features extrated from the Spetral orrelation densities : red plus signs on the images for

signals orresponding to faulty bearings (a) in the outer rae, (b) in the inner rae.
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Figure 4: Prinipal Component Analysis of the 80 patterns built in dimension 19 using the spei�

ombinations (f, α) shown in �gure 3. The olours of the patterns depend on the bearing onsidered

(safe bearing in blue, bearing with defets in the outer rae in red, in the inner rae in green, in the

ball spin in magenta).
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�eld in the near-�eld of the soures of interest using a mirophone array. The goal is to solve an inverse

problem whih onsists in bakpropagating the aousti pressure �eld aquired from the measurement

plane to the soure plane. This is done for a single frequeny or a frequeny band whih is an input of

the algorithm. Proessing for reonstrution takes plae in the wavenumber domain and thus requires

the use of the 2D spatial Fourier transform: the sound �eld is deomposed into several planar waves

with di�erent diretions of arrival on the array.

Let us onsider p(x, y, zH , f0) as the spatial pressure �eld aquired from the measurement plane

z = zH , for the frequeny f0, using a mirophone array. The spatial pressure �eld to reover on the

soure plane is p(x, y, zS , f0). The wavenumber spetrum on the soure plane P (kx, ky, zS , f0) an be

dedued from P (kx, ky, zH , f0) aording to

P (kx, ky, zS , f0) = G−1(kr,∆z, k0) R P (kx, ky, zH , f0), (9)

with

kr =
√

k2
x + k2

y, ∆z = zH − zS , (10)

G−1(kr,∆z, k0) =

{

ej∆z
√

k2

0
−k2

r for kr ≤ k0,

e∆z
√

k2
r
−k2

0 for kr > k0.
(11)

∆z is the bakpropagation distane, G−1
the inverse propagator and R is an operator in harge of

�ltering and regularizing the inverse problem in the wavenumber domain. k0 = 2πf0/c, where c

denotes the sound speed, takes an important part of the proess in the wavenumber domain. Indeed,

the irle of radius k0 separates two kinds of waves: the propagating waves with wavenumbers inside

the irle and the evanesent waves with wavenumbers outside the irle. Aording to Eq. (11) during

the reonstrution, the propagating waves are phase-shifted and the evanesent waves are exponentially

ampli�ed. This ampli�ation auses the inversion proess in NAH ritial. That is why it is neessary

to �lter [18℄ the aquired wavenumber spetrum P (kx, ky, zH , f0) or to use regularization [19℄ before

applying the inverse propagator. The end of the proess is based on the inverse 2D Fourier transform of

the wavenumber spetrum P (kx, ky, zS , f0) yielding the sound �eld on the soure plane p(x, y, zS , f0).

4 Cylostationary near�eld aousti holography

In standard NAH, the pressure �eld on the soure plane is used to be reonstruted for one frequeny.

Indeed the starting point of the operation is a spatial image of the sound �eld for one frequeny, provided

by the appliation of the Fourier transform operator to eah time signal aquired by the mirophones.

In this ase, the ylostationary property of the signals is not taken into aount. The idea of CYNAH

is to use the information highlighted by the yli power spetrum or the spetral orrelation density

in the inverse problem solved by NAH. The aim is to obtain Sα
p (x, y, zS , f) the spatial image of the

sound �eld on the soure plane for a ouple of parameters involving a spetral frequeny f and a yli

frequeny α. Wan et al. laim in [1℄ that it is not possible to reonstrut Sα
p (x, y, zS , f) from the sound

�eld on the hologram Sα
p (x, y, zH , f) beause of a loss of phase information. They propose to diretly

reonstrut the sound �eld on the soure plane from other bakpropagated quantities aording to the

�lter property of the yli power spetrum [9℄.
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4.1 Filter property of yli power spetrum

Consider a referene mirophone loated loser to the soure plane than the array. It an be assumed

that p(t) the signal aquired by one mirophone of the array results from a linear �ltering of the signal

reorded by the referene r(t). The onvolution produt desribing the �ltering is

p(t) =

∫ +∞

−∞

g(τ)r(t − τ)dτ, (12)

where g(t) is the impulse response of the �lter. When the signal under study is ylostationary, the

yli power spetrum of p(t) is linked to that of r(t) aording to

Sα
p (f) = G(f + α/2)Sα

r (f)G∗(f − α/2). (13)

A similar equation exhibits the relationships between the spetral orrelations of p(t) and r(t):

Sp(α, f) = G(f + α/2)Sr(α, f)G∗(f − α/2). (14)

By using the ross spetral orrelation Spr(α, f) de�ned by

Spr(α, f) =< P (f + α/2)R∗(f − α/2) >t, (15)

with the time-average operator < . >t, where P (f +α/2) and R(f −α/2) are the spetral omponents

of p(t) and r(t) at frequenies f +α/2 and f −α/2 respetively, the time-delay property of the spetral

orrelation leads to the two following equations:

Spr(α, f) = G(f + α/2)Sp(α, f), (16)

Srp(α, f) = Sr(α, f)G∗(f − α/2), (17)

where G(f + α/2) and G(f − α/2) are the spetral omponents of g(t) at frequenies f + α/2 and

f − α/2. The ombination of eqs 14, 16 and 17 yields

Sp(α, f) =
Spr(α, f)Srp(α, f)

Sr(α, f)
. (18)

4.2 Proessing

The tehnique of CYNAH provides the spetral orrelation Sp(x, y, zS , α, f) on the soure plane

from the quantities Spr(x, y, zS , α, f), Srp(x, y, zS , α, f) and Sr(α, f) using Eq. 18. These quan-

tities are bakpropagated from those omputed on the measurement plane Spr(x, y, zH , α, f) and

Srp(x, y, zH , α, f),using G−1
pr and G−1

rp in the wavenumber domain, in aordane to Eq. 19 and 22.

Spr(x, y, zS , α, f) = F−1
xy G−1

pr (kr,∆z) R S̃pr(kx, ky, zH , α, f), (19)

S̃pr(kx, ky, zH , α, f) = Fxy Spr(x, y, zH , α, f), (20)

G−1
pr (kr,∆z) =

{

ej∆z
√

k2
pr−k2

r for k2
r ≤ k2

pr,

e∆z
√

k2
r−k2

pr for k2
r > k2

pr,
(21)
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Srp(x, y, zS , α, f) = F−1
xy G−1

rp (kr,∆z) R S̃rp(kx, ky, zH , α, f), (22)

S̃rp(kx, ky, zH , α, f) = Fxy Srp(x, y, zH , α, f), (23)

G−1
rp (kr,∆z) =

{

ej∆z
√

k2
rp

−k2
r for k2

r ≤ k2
rp,

e∆z
√

k2
r
−k2

rp for k2
r > k2

rp,
(24)

with krp = 2π(f − α/2)/c and kpr = 2π(f + α/2)/c. Fxy and F−1
xy are respetively the operators

representing the two dimensional spatial diret and inverse Fourier transforms, de�ned as

Fxy ≡
∫ +∞

−∞

ejkxejkydxdy, (25)

F−1
xy ≡

(

1

2π

)2 ∫ +∞

−∞

e−jkxe−jkydkxdky. (26)

The proessing to implement CYNAH method is then similar to that used for standard NAH.

The same R operator is required in the wavenumber domain. The bakpropagators are similar. The

di�erenes are linked to the aousti wavenumber k0 in standard NAH replaed with wavenumbers

krp and kpr in CYNAH. Bakpropagation is required to be implemented twie and it is important to

understand that the spatial image resulting from CYNAH proessing highlights the spetral orrelation

of the sound �eld on the soure plane between frequeny f − α/2 and f + α/2.

4.3 Set-up

Aousti measurements were done for eah bearing from a 4 by 4 mirophone array whih was moved

by a two-axis robot at 15 positions, providing an overall san dimension of 1.2 by 0.72 m

2
. Two

�xed-loation referene mirophones are used to reover the phase relationships between the pressure

measurements done at di�erent times. The step size between two mirophones in both x and y

diretions is a =0.06 m. The on�guration of the experiment provides a frequeny band for the

analysis of [287 2867℄Hz where the minimum and maximum frequenies are given by fmin = c/L and

fmax = c/2a with L = 1.2 m. Eah hologram was aquired from a measurement plane loated 0.2 m

from the soure plane (passing by the bearing housing) and was bakpropagated to the soure plane

using CYNAH.

4.4 Preliminary results

Preliminary results, whih need to be validated, are presented in �gure 5. The spatial spetral

orrelation density is reonstruted on the soure plane for the safe bearing and the one with a defet

in the inner rae for spetral frequenies 300 Hz and 1515 Hz with a yli frequeny α=50 Hz. The

yli frequeny was obtained experimentally by omputing the Fourier transform of the instantaneous

autoorrelation funtion Rx(t, τ) with respet to variable t and by seleting the �rst peak. One of the

problem here is to hoose the most relevant spetral frequeny for the reognition task.
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Figure 5: Spatial Spetral Correlation Densities: (a) safe bearing, f=1515 Hz, α=50 Hz, (b) Faulted

bearing in the inner rae, f=1515 Hz, α=50 Hz, () safe bearing, f=300 Hz, α=50 Hz, (d) Faulted

bearing in the inner rae, f=300 Hz, α=50 Hz.
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5 Conlusion

The aim of our study is to reognize four lasses of bearings from information extrated on the rotating

mahine: safe, faulty with defets in the outer rae, the inner rae and the ball spin. A �rst work based

on pattern reognition showed that the Spetral Correlation Density is very suitable to haraterize

the bearings. For this purpose a multidimensional analysis was performed on vibration signals to

ompose patterns, followed by a projetion of the loud of patterns into a disriminated plane using

Prinipal Component Analysis. The use of the same approah with features built from the Power

Spetral Densities of aousti signals also showed the ability of mirophones to di�erentiate the states

of the bearings. The ylostationarity property of the signals was exploited in a seond work based on

Cylostationary Near-�eld Aousti Holography. The method was arefully studied, implemented and

applied to a real ase. Preliminary results were given, whih require additional developments.
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